
East Campus HouseComm 
06 FEB 2019 

Agenda: 
- ec-inform@ 
- reminder abt the Faculty Panel on Social Group Processes and the meeting with Suzy in 

Talbot 
- Associate Head of House information and recruitment for student input 
- comm elections 

 
Roll call: all present 
 
New exec woohoo! 
 
ec-inform is a thing that exists 
You should add yourselves to ec-inform@mit.edu. It’s low traffic, high info. 
 
Faculty Panel on Social Group Processes 
The Faculty Panel on Social Group Processes is tomorrow in 10-250 at 4:30 pm. Adriana and 
Sandy will be rolling out from the courtyard at 4. 
 
Associate Head of House Search 
We are looking for a new AHOH. If you are interested in being a student interviewer or having 
involvement in the process, reach out to Adriana or Sandy. 
 
Comm Elections 
 
SocComm 

nominations: jonsh - y, jwclarke - y; 
elected: jwclarke 

 
WebComm 

nomin’s: shreyask - y, cela - n, amigdal - y, mimisaur - y 
shreyask - course 6, fixed fred desk emails 
amigdal - wants to manage servers, experienced w it 
mimisaur - works w computers, wants to contribute 
q: how many of you have been in the server room? 

shreyask runs dating sites in there 
elected: shreyask, amigdal 

 
GameComm 

nomin’s: jhutchis - y, jledet - y, zhoui - y 
jhutchis - gamecomm is funny 
jledet - likes board games 
zhoui - likes hanging in the game room, wants the balls back :[ 
elected: jledet, zhoui 
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JockComm 

nomins: sweidman - n, bfrowley - n, adrianaj - n, ajcav - y, clynej - y 
ajcav - likes sports 
clynej - has done the sports 
elected: ajcav, clynej 

 
DiningComm (NomComm) 

nomin’s: gregoryx - y, rioc0719 - y, vvness - y, sophia23 - y 
gregoryx - likes cooking, cooks a lot, co-ops, bakes 
rios - likes cooking, background in food security, works w CASE 
vvness - likes food, bakes for hall a lot, down to organize cooking classes 
sophia - likes cooking, can help other ppl learn to cook, loves to exchange emails 
elected: gregoryx, rioc0719 

 
AVComm 

nomin’s: sudermap - y, vhs - y, isabelle - y 
peter - was avcomm, can do it well 
val- likes doing audio setup, wants to learn more 
isabelle - does audio stuff, has built speakers, worked with peter 
elected: sudermap, vhs, isab8liu 

 
AlumniComm 

nomin’s: kiara - y, zhoui - y, vhs - y, hector - n 
kiara - would like to learn abt ec, always fun when alum come by, practice for emailing 
irene - views emails as an artform, likes when cruft come by and tell stories 
val - legacy in ec brought by alums, good to keep in touch 
elected: zhoui 

 
WeightRoomComm 

nomin’s: ammv2021 - y, ajcav - j, tim - y, jahrid - y, jesse - y, telsa - n, josh - y 
antares - was previous wrcomm, makes sure it’s kept clean/trash is changed, hopes to 

encourage people to enjoy the gym and make it more publicly accessible to newcomers, is 
friendly to people working out 

aj - morning workouts, nice, checks out the gym when bored 
tim - likes to motivate others, listens to complaints, wipes down and cares for equipment 
jahrid - late night workouts, likes to encourage others, enjoys fitness, thinks gym is 

sketch would like to improve it 
jesse - likes to visit often, would like to make it more organized 
josh - has been exercising for years, gym could use more equipment 
elected: ammv2021, ajcav, glinski 

 
CameraComm  
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nomin’s: maxwelly - y, hadrian - n, felipe - y, jay - y, tesla - n, drew - y, ness - y 
maxwell - likes photography and videography, has put together a few short films, would 

like to document more of what goes on in EC, actively goes around w his camera, currently 
storing all of EC’s cameracomm footage 

felipe - excited abt sharing who we are and what we do to prefrosh, has been collecting 
footage, thinks he would be inclusive 

jaytlang - has lots of experience, hometown, at mit, memez on the internetz, wants to 
capture a full picture 

drew - lacks videography skills, wants to gather ppl’s input for what goes in the vid 
ness - has a good amt of experience and actively makes videos and is in a film making 

class, loves all the pockets of culture here at ec, dormcom involved 
elected: maxwelly, feroz, vvness 

 
ToolComm 

nomin’s: jledet - n, maggie - y, greg - n, lisa - n, miana - n, irene - n, tesla - n, colin - y, 
beeman - n, mayukha - n, maxwelly - y 

maggie - builds, course 2, can say no, email, logistics 
colin - helped w toolcomm earlier, is on top of his stuff 
maxwell - likes to build, regularly uses the woodshop 
elected: maxwelly, greybosh, mshutts 

 
PianoComm 

nomin’s: ashay - n, emily - n, jay - y, maddie - y 
jay - has been in the music room a lot, wants to retune the piano 
mfholtz - opines that the piano and the music room are trash, will fix that 
elected: jaytlang, mfholtz 

 
BikeComm 

nomin’s: aleks - y 
elected: aleksejs 

 
SewingComm 

nomin’s: natasha - y, gabby - n, greg - n 
elected: natalyat 

 
ConcertComm 

nomin’s: ally - y, hector - n, irene - n, hadrian - n, adrian - n, jay - y, val - y, ben - n 
ally - was concertcomm last fall, learned from falling behind w RFPs, has lots of 

experience 
val - does wmbr, exploring music, thinks it’ll be interesting 
jay - lasers are cool, aggressive planner 
elected: aaallen, jaytlang 
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SudsComm 

nomin’s: miana (maaaad laaad) - y, adrian - n, tesla - n, sophia 
miana - was sudscomm last year 
sophia - likes to clean, says they like emails, might not 
elected: miana is bound to another year of servitude 

 
EC Historian 

nomin’s: val - y, wasabi - y, shaunticlair - y, bex - y, mauri - n 
val - has already asked danny ben-david a ton of questions, knows lots of ec trivia 
sabina - enjoys talking to alumni and listening to stories, has looked up 
shaunticlair - likes following ec history threads on trends in the past 
bex - loves talking to alums, wants to make history organized and accessible 
elected: rhn, sabina22 

 
EcoComm 

nomin’s: gabbi - y, sweidman - n, drew - y 
gabby - ua sustain, knows abt recycling and compost 
drew - i exist, i will work well w gabby 
elected: gabyal, jhutchis 

 
ThriftComm  

nomin’s: sweidman - y, rios - y, val - y, nisha - n 
sweidman - did a clothing swap in talbot last year, would like to expand 
rios - has event planning experience, works w CASE 
val - mostly wears thrifty threads, thrifting is cool 
elected: rios, sweidman 

 
TalbotComm 

nomin’s: kiara - y 
kiara - wants to finish the mural, get some chalk, make sure the place is clean 
elected: kcarloni 

 
It is done. 
 


